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Greetings, fellow RVers!

We are going to the dogs (and cats) in this issue of the Great RV Accessories Newsletter, among other nifty stu! we are liking. Read on!

Great RV accessories for dogs, cats, and their parents

If your furry family members travel with you in your RV, this issue has some great RV accessories to make life safer, easier, and more comfortable for all.

Sleepypod Dog Harness: Crash tested, safety certiAed, and escape-proof!

The only dog harness you will ever need, the Sleepypod Dog Harness, works to keep dogs safely retained while traveling in a vehicle, or safely on a leash in a nearly

impossible-to-escape-from harness for walks. Learn more about the best dog harness here.

Sherpa Pet Tube tunnel travel kennel keeps dogs or cats safe during travel
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[Don’t you love the look on his/her face?]

Advertisement

This ingenious collapsible travel kennel works equally well for dogs or cats. It installs in the back seat of your vehicle, giving your pets the entire length of the seat to

move about while keeping them safely contained. Discover more about the Sherpa Pet Tube here.

5 essential gadgets for RVing with cats or dogs

Advertisement

These 5 gadgets can make traveling life with your canine and/or feline friends (yes, some people RV with both!) easier for them and you! Check out the 5 essential

RV pet gadgets!

Other stuff we’re liking

The best digital thermometer for grilling, smoking, and cooking
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Advertisement

Compare the value brand versus the name brand digital thermometers to see if the more-expensive brand is actually better and worth it. See if you can save 30% or

more with the same or better results! (Hint: You can!) Check out the head-to-head digital thermometer assessment.

Keep this small, essential item in your RV or run the risk of draining your fresh water tank

A water check valve prevents backflow. If it goes bad it can cause all kinds of water damage, not to mention water heater damage. But this little gadget can prevent

it all. Learn more about this essential RV plumbing safeguard here.

Advertisement

Simple but brilliant pool noodle hacks

The humble pool noodle, which is starting to show up in dollar stores across the country, has LOTS of uses around your RV. This post explores clever RV pool noodle

hacks.
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The Book Nook

Adventures in an RV: A Dog’s Tale

Meet Rocket, a smiling Golden Retriever, along with his sidekick, Cassie, the stoic, three-legged cat. Together with their “parents,” they travel endless miles

crisscrossing the nation in an RV they have christened “Harvey.”

Through his keenly observant eyes, Rocket shares his daily observations and adventures by sending postcards along the way to his fur buddies. Funny, and filled

with love, this is a good read for anyone who loves pets or has traveled with them by car or RV. Or perhaps are considering doing so! Order from Amazon.

Advertisement

Gadget quick takes

Waggle RV Pet Safety Temperature and Humidity Monitor: Keeping an eye on your dog’s safety is now easy with Waggle. Get real-time alerts on

your pet’s ambient temperature/humidity changes, heat index, and more via your smartphone while the pet remains in the RV/car. Subscription

required. (Note: Tony Barthel reviewed this device back in 2021. While there is a newer version of the monitor, the review is still relevant.)
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Tinioey Portable Dirty Paw Washer: Use the Tinioey dog foot washer to clean your dog’s paws. Just put the muddy paw into the cup and twist a few

turns and keep mud from getting in your RV!

Advertisement

Door-Mounted Hanging Cat Tree: The perfect solution to floor-space hogging, heavy cat furniture. This cat tree has multiple levels that can

accommodate multiple cats and can hold up to 50 pounds. Door-mounted cat climber’s unique design allows the entire cat condo to be folded flat

against the door without removing it.

Laundry FurZapper: FurZapper is a non-toxic, reusable, and e!ective pet hair remover tool made in the USA, that goes into your washer and dryer to

gently remove pet fur, hair, dander, lint, and more from your clothing, pet bed, jackets, and blankets.

Advertisement/A#liate

Fix RV leaks with the ONLY Liquid Butyl Rubber!

This solvent-based coating chemically cross-links during the drying process fusing itself to your roof—a chemistry unique to RvRoofMagic.

The result is a smooth, seamless, and flexible membrane that extends your roof 15-18 years. One coat and it never needs a primer! It can

be applied over all surfaces except silicone and PVC, even previously coated roofs. Learn more about RVRoofMagic here.

MAKE SURE YOU READ today’s RV Daily Tips Newsletter before leaving. Lots of good stu! inside for RVers! Click here to read.

Gadget Giggles

Doggie wig hides “camp hair”
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Information from your device can be used to personalize your ad experience.

Do not sell or share my personal information.

A RAPTIVE PARTNER SITE

Camp hair, don’t care! If your dog is a diva, this hilarious canine wig can make her feel pretty! Order from Amazon.

Contact information

Help desk: Contact us

Mail us at 9792 Edmonds Way, #265, Edmonds, WA 98020.
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Everything in this newsletter is true to the best of our knowledge. But we occasionally get something wrong. We’re just human! So don’t go spending $10,000 on something we said

was good simply because we said so, or fixing something according to what we suggested (check with your own technician first). Maybe we made a mistake. Tips and/or comments in

this newsletter are those of the authors and may not reflect the views of RVtravel.com or this newsletter. RVtravel.com is a participant in many a"liate programs, including the

Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to Amazon.com. As an Amazon Associate we earn

from qualifying purchases. Regardless of the potential revenue, unless stated otherwise, we only recommend products or services we believe provide value to our readers. This

newsletter is copyright 2024 by RV Travel LLC.
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